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Comment on the photo above: Image of a gigantic jet at its leading jet phase, above a thunderstorm east 

of Réunion Island. The de-interlaced image is issued from a video made by Patrice Huet with a CCD Sony 

camera KPC-350 BH (1/3” EX-VIEW HAD CCD) equipped with a 3.5-8 mm f/1.4 lens used at 3.5 mm. Its 

horizontal and vertical fields of view (FOV) were 70° and 50°, respectively. 
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Let me take this opportunity to express my appreciation to the officers 
of International Commission of Atmospheric Electricity (ICAE) of 
IAMAS for their sustained information efforts through a regular and 
detailed newsletter. My thanks are extended to all authors of the 
informative contributions, be they members of ICAE or other 
scientists with interest and expertise in atmospheric electricity. 

For IAMAS as a whole, the XXVth IUGG-assembly will be the 
highlight in 2011. ICAE is taking the lead in the joint symposium 
J-M12 (www.iugg2011.com/program-iamas.asp). One month later 
ICAE is organizing its own quadrennial symposium in Brazil. It was 
noted IAMAS-SG Hans Volkert in symbolic global action that the 
close temporal proximity is not ideal; a change of routine for 2015 
would be much appreciated. 

With the advent of satellite based lightning detection from geostationary satellites during the coming 
decade the scope of ICAE is likely to grow. The general-secretariat of IAMAS sends its best wishes for a 
continuation of the dedicated and successful work undertaken within ICAE. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Greetings from the IAMAS General-secretariat  
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AWARDS 
 
E. Philip KRIDER and Martin A. UMAN won Karl Berger Award from the scientific committee of 
International Conference on Lightning Protection (ICLP) during the 30th ICLP for their distinguished 
achievements in the science and engineering of lightning research, developing new fields in theory and 
practice, modelling and measurements. Congratulations, Dr.Krider and Dr.Uman ! 
 
 
 
NEW BOOKS 
 
The paperback version of the book “The Art and Science of Lightning Protection” authored by Martin 
Uman (hardcopy version, 2008) with one correction has been published by Cambridge University Press 
for $36, much cheaper than the hardcopy version. 

 
 
CONFERENCES 
 
 
2010 AGU Fall Meeting 

 
The fall meeting of AGU will be held on 13-17 December 2010, at 
the Moscone Center West, 800 Howard Street, San Francisco. There 
will be several sessions associated with atmospheric electricity. For 
detail, please visit http://www.agu.org/meetings/fm10/. 
 

 

Progress in Electromagnetics Research Symposium (PIERS) 2011 
PIERS 2011 will be held in Marrakesh, Morocco, 20-23 March, 2011. There will be a lightning session in 
this symposium. For detail, please visit http://www.piers.org/piers2011Marrakesh/submit/welcome.html.   
 
 

European Geosciences Union General Assembly 2011 

The EGU 2011 will be held in Vienna, Austria, 03 – 08 April 2011. There will be a lightning session 
shown below. For detail, please visit http://meetings.copernicus.org/egu2011/home.html. 

NH1.4/AS4.4 Lightning: physics, detection and atmospheric effects 

Convener: Yoav Yair  
Co-Conveners: Serge Soula, Colin Price, Hans D. Betz, Yukihiro Takahashi  

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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Lightning is the energetic manifestation of electrical breakdown, occurring after charge separation 
processes operating on micro and macro-scales, leading to strong electric fields within thunderstorms. 
Lightning is associated with severe weather, torrential rains and flash floods. It has significant effects on 
various atmospheric layers and drives the fair-weather electric field.  
   This session seeks contributions from research in atmospheric electricity regarding cloud physics and 
lightning, meteorology of thunderstorms, lightning discharge physics, modeling of the electricity of 
thunderstorms, lightning and the global circuit, atmospheric chemical effects of lightning and lightning in 
relation with middle atmospheric transient luminous events. The session also welcomes contributions on 
lightning detection networks and sensors from ground and space, presenting results of global and local 
surveys, also considering future lightning patterns in an era of climate change and urban effects on 
lightning.  
   The real-time capabilities of present-day lightning detection systems provide a potential for using 
lightning data for now-casting and verification of weather forecasts. The session welcomes new ideas and 
practical methods for utilizing lightning data. 

14th International Conference on Atmospheric Electricity 
More than 260 abstracts have been received so far. To encourage more participation, the deadline for 
abstract submission has been extended to Nov.30th, 2010. For detailed information, please visit the 
conference website http:// www.icae2011.net.br.  
 

XXV IUGG General Assembly 2011 
XXV IUGG General Assembly will be held at Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre, Melbourne, 
Australia, 28 June - 7 July 2011. ICAE, under IAMAS, is helping to organize the following session. For 
detail, please visit http://www.iugg2011.com/program-iamas.asp. 

Thunderstorms: from troposphere to mesosphere and beyond 

Organisers: IAMAS (ICAE), IAGA (Division II)  
Lead Convenors: Colin Price (Israel), Fernanda T. São Sabbas (Brazil)  
Co-convenors: Gabriella Satori (Hungary), Elisabeth Blanc (France) 

Scope: Thunderstorms are an important component of the Earth's weather and climate. While 
thunderstorms can be associated with severe weather, and associated natural hazards, they also impact 
global atmospheric circulation, atmospheric chemistry and the global electric circuit. Thunderstorms are 
also related to the recently discovered Transient Luminous Events (TLEs) and Terrestrial Gamma Ray 
Flashes (TGFs) in the upper atmosphere. TGFs show the large energy exchanges between the Earth's 
atmospheric layers. Global thunderstorm activity is modulated by solar forcing on many spatial and 
temporal scales, from local to global, and from daily to inter-annual scales. Thunderstorms are also a 
source of gravity waves and infrasound.  

This session welcomes papers in all aspects related to the meteorology and climatology of 
thunderstorms, their dynamical and electrodynamical coupling to different layers of the atmosphere, 
including ionospheric and magnetospheric effects, and similar processes on other planets.  
 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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XXX URSI General Assembly and Scientific Symposium 
XXX URSI General Assembly will be held in Istanbul, Turkey 13-25 August 2011. There will be 
lightning session during this assembly. For detail, please visit http://www.ursigass2011.org/. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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Atmospheric Electricity Group – Physics Department 
University of Munich, Germany 
Hans D. Betz: hans-dieter.betz@physik.uni-muenchen.de 

 

As early as in 2004 the newly developed 3D 
lightning detection network LINET allowed 
measurements of cloud strokes (IC) with 
determination of emission heights, solely with 
simple VLF/LF techniques. 3D scans with the 
high-resolution radar of DLR (POLDIRAD) have 
verified that the heights coincide with regions of 
highest reflectivity, but a specific stroke-by-stroke 
analysis was not at hand. In order to attain better 
understanding of the stroke heights, a co-operation 
with the University of Mississippi was established 
and a 7-sensor LINET system could be set up at 
Kennedy Space Center in Florida. Thus, during 
summer 2010 a comparison with the 
high-resolution VHF network LDAR2 (4DLSS) 
operated by NASA became feasible. 

It turned out that LINET stroke-heights fit 
perfectly into channels, which were defined by 
radio source points from LDAR, no matter 
whether these channels were located in lower (~4 
km) or  higher (~15 km) altitudes, and 
independent of whether the discharge was a 
ground flash or a cloud flash. In fact, the accuracy 
of LINET heights was mostly better than ~10%. 
Furthermore, earlier observations from 
comparisons with 2D VHF systems (Safir) could 
be confirmed: in a substantial fraction of 
discharges the first measurable signal is an IC 

stroke, where the VHF system does not record any 
prior activity. 

 

Comparison of VLF/LF and VHF lighting data: the graphs illustrate 3 flashes on 11 July 2010, the height 
evolution as a function of time, and the positions of LDAR sources and LINET strokes. Obviously, 
VLF/LF data from LINET is well suited to depict cloud activity with both remarkable efficiency and 
location accuracy, markedly without use of any complex VHF technology. Of course, the tasks remain to 
clarify both discharge initiation and advent of many strong current pulses in reasonably long channel 
segments of cloud discharges that give rise to substantial VLF/LF emission, tentatively labelled IC 
strokes. 

 

RESEARCH ACTIVITY BY INSTITUTIONS 
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Atmospheric Electricity Research Group at the Institute of 
Geophysics, Pol. Acad. Sci. (Warsaw, Poland) 
 
The thundercloud and lightning research group in 
Warsaw (baranski@igf.edu.pl, jwisz@igf.edu.pl, 
marek.loboda@ee.pw.edu.pl, 
morawski@cbk.waw.pl) this year was mainly 
engaged in the analysis of multi-stations E-field 
recordings from our Local Lightning Detection 
Network (LLDN) in the Warsaw region, 
successfully obtained during the first field 
campaign in the summer of 2009 (see Fig. 1). 
Some results of this work concerning evaluation 
of the electric charge structure of multiple 
cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning flashes recorded 
by the LLDN were presented at the 30th 
International Conference on Lightning Protection 
– ICLP 2010 in Cagliari, Italy – September 
13th-17th, 2010. Further research on the 
characteristics of the considered multiple CG 
lightning flashes activity have been made recently 
and is the main topic in our submission to the 14th 
ICAE in Rio de Janerio, Brazil. We have also 
worked on new research grant applications to 
obtain financial support for the continuation of the 
next LLDN campaign with additional H-field 
antennas and wireless transfer of recorded 

lightning data from stations to the central CPU 
database. 

The Geophysical Observatory in Swider 
(51°6.9’ N, 21°15.18’ E) continues measurements 
of the vertical component of the electric field and 
the electrical conductivity as well as simultaneous 
meteorological and air pollution observations 
(swider@igf.edu.pl). The electric and 
meteorological observations are also run at the 
Institute’s polar station in Hornsund, Spitsbergen 
(77°0.0’ N, 15°22.2’ E). The electrical parameters 
and their relation to solar wind changes are studied 
by professor Stanislaw Michnowski in 
collaboration with Russian colleagues (N.G. 
Kleimenova: kleimen@ifz.ru, and O.V. 
Kozyreva). 

A paper containing initial results on the 
development of new high-resolution model of the 
global atmospheric electric circuit (EGATEC) has 
been recently published in JGR-Atmospheres, 
doi:10.1029/2009JD013341. A. Odzimek 
(aodzimek@igf.edu.pl), Marek Kubicki and Mark 
Lester of the University of Leicester, U.K., have 
been working on this model. 

 

 

RESEARCH ACTIVITY BY INSTITUTIONS 
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Fig. 1. Example of identification of the electric 
charge structure of positive multiple CG lightning 
flash recorded by LLDN in Warsaw during a 
thunderstorm on 25 June 2009. The first stroke of 
this flash (in red) was detected at 16:11:57.155491 
UTC and the second one (in magenta) at 
16:11:57.177478 UTC. Both were recognized as 
continuing current (CC) stages having charge 
sources equal to (3.65±0.59) C and (1.37±0.37) C, at 
heights, i.e. the z coordinate, (8.8±0.7) km and 
(9.6±0.6) km, respectively. Capital letters A, B, C, D, 
E and F with small triangles denote locations of the 
LLDN stations, and the red and magenta ellipses on 
XY plane indicate errors of the evaluated x and y 
coordinates of the charge sources of these CC 
strokes. The goodness of the (x,y,z,Q) parameter fit 
was determined by calculating the χ2 parameter which was equal to 2.5 for the first and 3.6 for the 
second stroke. 

 

Department of Physics, University of Shkodra, Albania 
(Florian Mandija) 
 
Nowadays the atmospheric group is assembling all 
the data measured during monitoring campaign 
carried out in the period June 2008 – September 
2010. In this monitoring campaign there are 
measured continuously both the concentrations of 
cluster ions and aerosol particles. Measured ions 
clusters belong to nanometer class, whilst aerosol 
particles belong to sub-micrometer and 
micrometer classes. All necessary data and 
statistical interpretations, like monthly variations 
of their concentrations will be presented in the 
XIV International Conference on Atmospheric 
Electricity. Ion and aerosol number concentrations 
are measured in diverse locations, like urban 
centre of Shkodra City, in Shkodra Lake, near 
Adriatic Sea, in mountains and several rural areas.      
But the most important objective was the 
determination of monthly variation of ion and 

aerosol concentrations in the inner part of the 
Shkodra City. Measurements in this site were 
realized in the distance about 55 m from the main 
roads of the city, covered by high buildings.  

Figure 1. Map of monitoring area 
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Another investigation which is actually in 
progress is also PM monitoring in above 
mentioned locations. This monitoring campaign is 
in progress from May 2009 until now. There were 
carried out measurements in several sites of 
Shkodra City and in other nearby rural locations. 
In this study we have made source apportionment 
of particulate matter in this urban centre, and also 
have determined local and regional background. 
Overall results are given in the figure 2.  

Also the determination of diurnal variation of 
PMx concentrations has taken an important 
interest in our PM monitoring. PM measurements 
on the different sites in the Shkodra Lake give e 
clear picture of the influence of Shkodra city and 
other smaller rural centers on the local background, 
as well as can be concluded for the transport 
process form urban centre to neighbor areas. 
Further analyses were made by Chemistry 
Department, where there are estimated the 

presence of diverse heavy metals in dust filters of 
measuring instruments. The final results of this 
monitoring campaign and relevant conclusions are 
still in publishing process in several scientific 
journals. 

Figure 2. PM source contributions 

   

Geoelectromagnetic Monitoring Laboratory of Borok Geophysical 
Observatory, Schmidt Institute of Physics of the Earth, the 
Russian Academy of Sciences  
 
Borok Geophysical Observatory [58°04´N, 
38°14´E] is the unique middle-latitude 
geophysical observatory in the European part of 
Russia, making the continuous observations of 
different geophysical and meteorological fields 
under conditions of “geoelectromagnetic 
preservation area” with low level of anthropogenic 
pollutions. The GemM Laboratory takes 
continuous observations of air electric field, 
atmosphere electric current, meteorological fields 
(temperature, air pressure, humidity, wind, 
precipitation). The sodar (Doppler acoustic 
sounder) continuously measures wind speed at 
various heights above the ground and the 

thermodynamic structure of the lower atmosphere 
layer.  

The current researches of the GemM 
Laboratory team are focused on the development 
of the global electric circuit concept. The head of 
the laboratory is D. Sc. (phys. & math.) 
S.V. Anisimov. The dynamic and fractal 
characteristics of air electric pulsations are 
obtained. The problems of formation of spatial 
characteristics of air electric structures are 
considered. The electric active layers in the 
planetary boundary layer are discovered and 
mechanisms of their formation are analyzed. The 
electrode layer in surface atmosphere is 
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investigated. The researches are based on the 
continuous measurements and regular field 
observations of air electrical and meteorological 
parameters. 

In 2010 the GemM Laboratory was equipped 
with a radon seismic ground station to measure 
volume activity of Rn220 and Rn222 in ground air. 
These radioactive gases coming from the ground 
refer to main ionization sources in the surface 
atmosphere, as well as cosmic rays coming from 
the near-Earth space. The first measurements in 
summer 2010 displayed that the mean value of 
Rn222 volume activity is ~500Bk/m3 in the ground 
air and ~100Bk/m3 in the near ground atmosphere, 
what is typical for central Russia. The volume 
activity of Rn220 is negligibly small almost always. 
The diurnal variations of Rn222 concentration are 
feebly marked.  

The field observations of air electricity were 
taking from May till September 2010. Six 
electrostatic fluxmeters (“field mills”) specially 
designed to long-term precision measurements 
were installed in a field at different altitudes (from 
a ground level up to 1 m) and at a distance of 5 m 
from each other. This installation allows obtaining 
structure functions of air electric field pulsations 
together with air electric field altitude profile.  

Using the Borok Geophysical Observatory 
database and the results of seasonal field 
observations, characteristic morphological 
properties of atmospheric electric field variations 
were researched over the time scale range a 
second to a year (N.M. Shikhova and 
S.V. Anisimov). The statistical processing of 
amplitude-time series of 1998-2010 observations 
was carried out; statistical properties of these 
variations were analyzed. The experimental 
research of electric field and current pulsations 
allows finding their interrelation with turbulent 
intermixing and transport of a space charge in the 
boundary layer. The analysis of energy and fractal 

parameters of electric field dynamics shows, that 
electric field pulsations possess property of 
self-similarity in most cases. The self-similarity 
characteristics are closely connected with 
variability of meteorological parameters of the 
atmospheric boundary layer. 

Research of a dynamic component of a 
boundary layer electric field is carried out in terms 
of numerical modeling of spatially 
nonhomogenous turbulent transport of a space 
charge (S.V. Anisimov and S.V. Galichenko). 
Modeling of air electric field dynamics is executed 
by means of a test structures method. Observation 
data of air electric field intensity, the vertical 
profiles of a wind speed and direction, the heights 
of the inversion layer are used as input model 
parameters. It is shown, that evolution of a vertical 
profile of electric field in lower atmosphere is 
defined by formation or destruction of electric 
active layers. Basic parameters of spatial-temporal 
modeling distributions of a space charge density 
are analyzed. Estimations of interrelation of air 
electric field dynamics and trends of 
meteorological parameters are adduced for 
boundary layer conditions.  

The approximate analytical solution of the 
classical (non-turbulent) electrode effect problem 
is found by the original method (the principal 
investigator is PhD E.M. Dmitriev). It is shown 
that a finding approximate solution is an exact 
solution in fact for real surface atmosphere under 
good weather conditions. This non-turbulent 
electrode effect problem solution is used to 
evaluate the approximate solution of the turbulent 
electrode effect problem by the method of 
multiple scales. The approximate solution 
efficiently describes weak turbulence in terms of 
the boundary layer located near a ground surface. 
The results can be applied in near real time 
calculations of electrode effect parameters under 
weak turbulence in a process of the surface 
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atmosphere electrical state monitoring. 
 
O.N.E.R.A the French Aerospace Lab 
Pierre Laroche ( Pierre.laroche@onera.fr) 
 
The Onera Research Group on Lightning and 
Plasma, headed by Philippe Lalande 
(Philippe.Lalande@onera.fr), carries on studies on 
atmospheric electricity and on interaction of 
lightning with aircraft. During summer 2010, a 
bizjet aircraft has been instrumented with 8 field 
mills in order to remotely detect and analyze the 
electrical atmospheric field produced by 
convective clouds in their early electrification 
development. Alain Delannoy 
(alain.delannoy@onera.fr) and Patrice Blanchet 
(Patrice.blanchet@onera.fr) set up and calibrate 
the instrumentation on the aircraft. The aircraft 
was flown around developing Cu-Cg, and 
coherent measurements were obtained. 

Laurent Chemartin (Laurent.Chemartin@onera.fr) 
and Philippe Lalande continue the modeling of 
electrical arc-material interaction. The numerical 
simulation is validated with laboratory arc 
experiment. This modeling relies on a specific 
application of the MHD code SaturnTM. Thermal 
and mechanical effects are taken into account in 
the description of the damages produced on the 
composite surface of an aircraft by the attachment 
and the sweeping of the continuous arc of a 
lightning channel. PhD student Bruno Peyrou 
(Bruno.Peyrou@onera.fr) is currently developing 
a physical model of the propagation of a 
subsequent return stroke or recoil streamer within 
the continuous arc channel of a lightning flash.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The red arrow indicates the direction and 
magnitude of the horizontal field (maximum value 
~12kV/m) at 6250m AMSL superimposed on the 
trajectory of the aircraft and the precipitation 
radar echo at about 2500m AMSL. 

Computation of a 6000K iso surface of a 50cm arc 
attached on a metallic plate. The electrical 
potential of the arc is color coded from 0 to ~ 
400V. 
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University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) 
 
A total of 13 negative lightning flashes were 
triggered in 2010 at the International Center for 
Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT) at Camp 
Blanding, Florida, operated jointly by the 
University of Florida and the Florida Institute of 
Technology. Twelve of them contained 
leader/return stroke sequences (a total of 58) and 
one was composed of the initial stage only. 
Additionally, two natural negative lightning 
discharges that terminated on site or in its 
immediate vicinity were recorded at Camp 
Blanding by the multiple-station electric and 
magnetic field measuring network and/or by the 
Thunderstorm Energetic Radiation Array (TERA). 
Both triggered and natural lightning flashes were 
also recorded at the Lightning Observatory in 
Gainesville (LOG). 

A. Nag and V.A. Rakov authored two 
companion papers titled “Compact intracloud 
lightning discharges: 1. Mechanism of 
electromagnetic radiation and modeling” and 
“Compact intracloud lightning discharges: 2. 
Estimation of electrical parameters”. On the basis 
of experimental evidence of multiple reflections 
and modeling, the authors infer that, from the 
electromagnetic point of view, the compact 
intracloud lightning discharge (CID) is essentially 
a bouncing-wave phenomenon. Reflections, 
occurring at CID channel ends, influence the 
magnitude of the overall CID electric field 
waveform and are responsible for its fine structure, 
as well as, by inference, for “noisiness” of dE/dt 
waveforms and for accompanying HF-VHF bursts. 
From modeling the CID as a wave traveling on an 
elevated vertical transmission line and comparing 
model-predicted electric fields with measurements, 
they estimated that the effective current reflection 
coefficients at channel ends should be in the range 

of 0 to −0.5, that the wave propagation speed 
ranges from 0.3 to 3 × 108 m/s, and the channel 
length is less than 1000 m. They estimated 
electrical parameters of 48 located CIDs using 
their measured electric fields and vertical Hertzian 
dipole approximation. For nine events, they 
estimated channel lengths from observed 
reflection signatures in measured dE/dt waveforms 
and assumed propagation speeds between 2 × 108 
m/s and 3 × 108 m/s, which limit the range of 
allowed values. For a speed of 2.5 × 108 m/s 
(average value), the resultant geometric mean 
values (GM) of peak current, zero-to-peak current 
risetime, and charge transfer in the first 5 us are 
143 kA, 5.4 us, and 303 mC, respectively. The 
GM peak radiated power and energy radiated in 
the first 5 us are 29 GW and 24 kJ, respectively. 
The papers are published in JGR-Atmospheres. 

J. Schoene, M.A. Uman, and V.A. Rakov 
authored a paper titled “Return stroke peak current 
versus charge transfer in rocket-triggered 
lightning”. The authors, examined data on 117 
return strokes in 31 rocket-and-wire-triggered 
lightning flashes acquired during experiments 
conducted from 1999 through 2004 at Camp 
Blanding, Florida, in order to compare the peak 
currents of the lightning return strokes with the 
corresponding charges transferred during various 
time intervals within 1 ms after return stroke 
initiation. They find that the determination 
coefficient for lightning return stroke peak current 
versus the corresponding charge transfer decreases 
with increasing the duration of the charge transfer 
starting from return stroke onset. Their results 
support the view that (1) the charge deposited on 
the lower portion of the leader channel determines 
the current peak and that (2) the charge transferred 
at later times is increasingly unrelated to both the 
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current peak and the charge deposited on the lower 
channel section. Additionally, they find that the 
relation between triggered-lightning peak current 
and charge transfer to 50 us in Florida is 
essentially the same as that for subsequent strokes 

in natural lightning in Switzerland, further 
confirming the view that triggered-lightning 
strokes are very similar to subsequent strokes in 
natural lightning. The paper is published in JGR - 
Atmospheres. 

 

Laboratory of Lightning Physics and Protection Engineering 
(LiP&P), Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, Beijing, 
China 
 
Attachment Processes of Two Natural 
Downward Lightning Flashes Striking on High 
Structures: The attachment process is very 
important for understanding lightning physics and 
developing lightning protection technique. But it 
is very difficult to obtain the propagation 
characteristics of leaders in the attachment process 
of natural CG lightning for the spatial and 
temporal randomicity of natural lightning events. 
To study the attachment process of discharges, a 
field observation experiment of lightning flashes 
occurring on high structures was conducted in the 
summer of 2009, at Guangzhou, Guangdong 
Province, China. Two downward negative 
lightning flashes, which stroke on high structures 
and are numbered as L01 and L02, have been 
analyzed. L01 stroke on a 610 m TV Tower and 
L02 on a 432 m structure. Figure 1 gives some 
high-speed camera records of L01. Figure 2 
describes the 2D spatial position and propagation 
velocities of the main channel of 
downward-moving leader and two branches of 
upward-moving leader of L02. The analysis shows 
that: (1) Both lightning discharges exhibit long 
upward connecting leader with their lengths of 
longer than 450 m for L01 and of about 177 m for 
L02, respectively; (2) The upward-moving leader 
of L01 only has a single channel, while that of 
L02 has two branches; (3) For each event the 

average 2D progression velocity of 
upward-moving leader is of the order of 105 m/s; 
(4) There are no obvious difference between the 
2D progression velocities of the upward-moving 
leader and the downward-moving leader during 
the last several hundreds of microseconds before 
the return stroke; (5) There exists a downward 
propagation optical phenomenon with a velocity 
of about 3.4 × 107 m/s at the bottom several tens 
of meters channel of L01 (below the junction point) 
after the connection of upward and downward 
moving leaders. This downward propagation 
appears to support the presence of the 
bidirectional extension of the return-stroke 
channel from the junction point. 

Fig.2 The 2D spatial positions (Left) and 
propagation velocities (Right) of the main channel 
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of downward-moving leader and two branches of 
upward-moving leader of L02. Position (0, 0) is 
set at the strike point on the construction crane of 
the West Tower. 

Emission of Light and VLF perturbations from 
Electromagnetic pulse Sources (ELVES): 
Numerical simulations and theoretical analysis are 
used to study the characteristics of ELVES 
horizontally expanding at super velocity of light. 
Simultaneously, a new equation of ELVES 
horizontal expansion velocity is put forward. The 
results derived from both simulation and the new 

equation show that ELVES horizontally expands 
at a rate faster than the speed of light at altitude of 
89km. The maximum of horizontally expanding 
velocity is faster than 3c (c is the speed of light). 
The horizontally expanding velocity of ELVES 
decreases with time and horizontal radial distance, 
and gradually tends to the speed of light. The 
simulation results show that the lightning 
discharge current waveforms have few influences 
on the horizontally expanding velocity and it 
mainly influences the intensity of optical emission 
of ELVES. 

    

(a) -0.5 ms  (b) -0.4 ms  (c) -0.3 ms  (d) -0.2 ms 

      

(e) -0.1 ms  (f) 0.0 ms  (g) 0.1 ms   (h) 0.5 ms 
Fig. 1 High-speed camera records of L01. In frame a-e, luminosities are enhanced for a better view. 
 
An exploration of electric structure simulation 
in a meso-scale model: For simulating the 
evolution of electric structure in real weather 
systems and forecasting lightning activity at future, 
a charging parameterization of non-inductive 
mechanism and an improved simply discharging 
parameterization were added to Global and 
Regional Assimilation and PrEdiction System 
(GRAPES) meso-scale model, developed by 
CAMS, with 0.1°×0.1° in horizontal resolution 
and 60s in integration time step. A thunderstorm, 
occurring in North China, was simulated for case 
study. The charge structure, simulated by the 

model, corresponded with the dipole vertical 
structure and the center of the main charge region 
was located between 7 km to 8 km. The net charge 
intensity in main charge region was kept in 
magnitude of 10-1~100 nC/m3 after discharging. At 
the same time, a judgment was adopted to classify 
Cloud-to-Ground (CG) discharges from all 
simulated discharges and the result was 
approximately agreed with the observation from 
the CG location network. 

Study of Lightning Casualties and Damages in 
China: Lightning-related fatalities, injuries and 
property damages reported in China from 1997 to 
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2009 are summarized by using the National 
Lightning Hazards Database. Therefore, 
characteristics of the incidents including 5033 
deaths, 4670 injuries and 61614 damage reports 
are analyzed. For the spatial distribution of 
lightning disasters in China, the eastern costal and 
southern areas have more frequent lightning 
disasters than the western areas（Fig. 3, Fig. 4）. 
Lightning disasters mainly occur in summer 
months from July to September while fewer 
damages occur in winter months from October to 
March, which correlate significantly with the 
temporal variability of lightning frequency in 
China. Lightning-related casualties and damages 

in China have increased for the period of 1997 to 
2007, and then began to decrease since 2008. The 
national fatalities and injuries per million people 
per year are 0.31 and 0.28, respectively. Rural 
people account for 51% and 29% of all lightning 
fatalities and injuries, which makes residents in 
agricultural and rural area the major lightning 
victims. Characteristics of lightning disasters and 
correlative factors are also studied, including 
hazard affected industries and locations. The 
results show that civil industry has the worst 
property loss and farmland is the largest category 
in lightning-caused casualty locations.
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Fig. 3 The rank of each province in number of lightning-related casualties (a) and damage reports (b) in 
Mainland China from 1997 to 2009. 
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Fig. 4 The rank of each province in the rate of lightning-related casualties (a) and damage reports (b) in 
Mainland China from 1997 to 2009. 
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New Result about the lightning of the Catatumbo River 
(Venezuela) 

 
The manifestations of the atmospheric electric 
activity are common in the whole region of the 
deltas of the rivers Catatumbo and Brave, to the 
south of the Maracaibo lake (Venezuela). Standing 
out among such meteors the persistent occurrence 
of a deaf lightning, well-known as the Catatumbo 
Lightning or Maracaibo Lighthouse" whose 
radiance and brightness is such that it can be 
appreciated from hundreds of kilometers of 
distance, most of southwestern Venezuela, the 
river Magdalena in Colombia and from the 
Caribbean sea, during almost the whole year .The 
area of occurrence of the Lightning of the 
Catatumbo doesn't vary from its first mention 
written in 1597. The naturalistic Alexander von 
Humboldt the phenomenon like 
electric ...explosions that are as phosphorescent 
radiances describes..." and geographer Agustín 
Codazzi (1841) points out him as a continuous 
lightning for almost every night of the year, even 
in the period of drought. The phenomenon is 
presented in two regions very located to the west 
of the Brave and Catatumbo river, to the interior 
of the swamps. From the observation points it was 
visualized the Lightning of the Catatumbo like 
gleams cloud-cloud and the phosphorescent 
splendor (lightning) in regions of the well located 
sky and persistently during the whole night. Also 
observed sporadic rays cloud-earth in other 
addresses of the sky that didn't present the 
magnitude, persistence and cuasiperiodicidad of 
the other discharges. The extension of the swamps, 

permanently flooded, makes think that the gas 
methane should play an important list in the 
processes microfísicos that take place in the 
clouds of the region. We have recently completed 
a quantitative analytical model to characterize the 
persistence and frequency of the Catatumbo River 
Lightning. This theoretical microphysical model 
of thundercloud electrification that incorporates 
the influence of an aerosol with electrical 
self-polarization (pyroelectric), like methane. We 
estimate the water and methane dipole 
contribution to the internal electric field. We 
obtain that the water contribution to the internal 
electric field due to the electrical displacement 
vector generated by the atmospheric electric field 
of the Earth, is not enough to produce a typical 
discharge; the methane increases the electric field 
inside thunderclouds and facilitates the electrical 
charge generation and separation process. 

References: www.revistas.luz.edu.ve/index.php/cien/article/view/5426 
Also see: http://www.facyt.uc.edu.ve/relampago/ 
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Call for contributions to the newsletter 
All issues of this newsletter are open for general contributions. If you would like 

to contribute any science highlight or workshop report, please contact Daohong 

Wang (wang@gifu-u.ac.jp) preferably by e-mail as an attached word document.  

The deadline for 2011 spring issue of the newsletter is May 15, 2011. 

 

Reminder 
Newsletter on Atmospheric Electricity presents twice a year (May and 

November) to the members of our community with the following information: 

² announcements concerning people from atmospheric electricity community, 

especially awards, new books...,  

² announcements about conferences, meetings, symposia, workshops in our 

field of interest,  

² brief synthetic reports about the research activities conducted by the 

various organizations working in atmospheric electricity throughout the 

world, and presented by the groups where this research is performed, and 

² a list of recent publications. In this last item will be listed the references of 

the papers published in our field of interest during the past six months by 

the research groups, or to be published very soon, that wish to release this 

information, but we do not include the contributions in the proceedings of 

the Conferences.  

No publication of scientific paper is done in this Newsletter. We urge all the 

groups interested to submit a short text (one page maximum with photos 

eventually) on their research, their results or their projects, along with a list of 

references of their papers published during the past six months. This list will 

appear in the last item. Any information about meetings, conferences or others 

which we would not be aware of will be welcome. 

Newsletter on Atmospheric Electricity is now routinely provided on the web 

site of ICAE (http://www.icae.jp), and on the web site maintained by Monte 

Bateman http://ae.nsstc.uah.edu/. 
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